
feat
1. [fi:t] n

1. подвиг
feat of arms - ратный /боевой/ подвиг

2. мастерство, ловкость, искусство
the acrobat's performance was a regular feat - выступление акробата было настоящим искусством
brilliant feat of engineering - блестящее достижение в машиностроении

♢ (the) feat of war - арх. война, ведение войны

feats of war - а) военные обязанности; б) военное обучение
by feat of - посредством, путём
by way of feat - силой, насильно

2. [fi:t] a арх.
1. (for, to) подходящий, годный
2. ловкий; проворный; искусный
3. 1) опрятный, изящный
2) (идущий ) к лицу (о платье )

Apresyan (En-Ru)

feat
feat [feat feats] BrE [fi t] NAmE [fi t] noun (approving)

an action or a piece of work that needs skill , strength or courage
• The tunnel is a brilliant feat of engineering.
• to perform/attempt/achieve astonishing feats
• That was no mean feat (= it was difficult to do) .

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English (in the general sense ‘action or deed’): from Old French fait, from Latin factum, neuter past participle of facere
‘do’.
 
Example Bank:

• Dragging the fully laden boat across the sand was no mean feat.
• He emulated the feat of the legendary athlete Jesse Owens.
• He has pulled off an extraordinary feat in completing the voyage single-handedly.
• She was capable of remarkable feats of endurance.
• The tunnel was one of the greatest engineering feats of the 19th century.
• a remarkable feat of strength
• an unprecedented feat in the history of the industry
• people doing unbelievablefeats
• physical feats of strength and skill
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feat
feat /fi t/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Old French; Origin: fait 'thing done', from Latin factum; ⇨↑fact]

something that is an impressive achievement, because it needs a lot of skill, strength etc to do
remarkable/considerable/incredible etc feat

They climbed the mountain in 28 days, a remarkable feat.
feat of

an incredible feat of engineering
perform/accomplish/achieve a feat

the woman who performed the feat of sailing around the world alone
no mean feat (=something that is difficult to do)

It is no mean feat to perform such a difficult piece.
• • •

THESAURUS
▪ action noun [countable] something that someone does: He is responsible for his own actions. | They refused to give a reason for
their actions.
▪ act noun [countable] a particular type of action: violent acts | act of violence/kindness/defiance etc: I believe the killing was an
act of desperation.
▪ activities noun [plural] things that people do, especially for enjoyment or to achieve an aim: leisure activities | political activities |
Surveys may not give a true picture of people’s activities.
▪ behaviour British English, behavior American English noun [uncountable] the things that someone does and the way they
behave:Do you think that advertisements really influence people’s behaviour?| The man’s behaviourseemed rather odd.
▪ move noun [countable] something that you do in order to achieve something: Her decision to sell the shares had been a smart
move. | It’s a bold move to start a business in the current economic climate. | He needed time to figure out his next move.
▪ step noun [countable] one of a series of things that you do in order to deal with a problem or to succeed: The first step is to
make sure we havegot funding for the project. | We must take steps to make sure that this does not happen again. | This is an
important step towards peace.
▪ measure noun [countable] an official action that is intended to deal with a particular problem: There are increased security
measures at airports. | The school was closed as a precautionary measure following a chemical leak.
▪ gesture noun [countable] something that you do to show how you feel about someone or something: Do you think it would be a
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nice gesture to send her some flowers? | gesture of goodwill/solidarity/defiance: The company gaveus £100 as a gesture of
goodwill.
▪ deed noun [countable] especially literary an action, especially one that is very good or very bad: evil deeds | heroic deeds | This
is my good deed for the day.
▪ exploits noun [plural] formal exciting or braveactions: daring exploits | His exploits were legendary.
▪ feat noun [countable] something someone does that people admire because you need a lot of skill, courage, or strength to do it:
Completing a marathon is a remarkable feat for a six-year-old. | The bridge is a great feat of engineering.
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